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The audience numbers and response received at the opening of Sound Reasons III, as
well as the feedback gathered about the sound sculptures and installations at the event,
have assured us that our endeavour to support and promote sound art and electronic
music is wellfounded.
As a foundation that promotes intercultural exchange, the importance of building more
diverse and deeply engaged audiences is paramount. Keeping this in mind, Pro Helvetia
New Delhi will continue to support art forms that sit at the cusp of art and science.
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Greenwoman  Malcolm Braff India tour
After his residency in India in early 2014 with Claire Huguenin, where he
created his new project Greenwoman, Swiss jazz pianist, Malcolm Braff
tours India with his band. More

Company Nicole Seiler presents K TWO in India
K TWO, a contemporary dance piece, presented by Company Nicole Seiler
in Chennai, Mysore, Delhi, Jaipur, Mumbai, is a public intervention based
on the character of Madame K. More

Sound Reasons lll
After successful performances in Goa, Sound Reasons, the festival for
sound art, contemporary jazz and electronic music invites you for an
evening of live performances in Delhi, Bangalore, Dhaka and
Colombo. More

Book launch | The Emerging Feminine
A book by Rashna Imhasly  Gandhy, The Emerging Feminine unearths the
rich and unexplored traditions of female heroism by scrutinizing and
identifying strong female characters from our mythology. More

Swiss artist, Maja Hürst invited for St+ art Mumbai
Swiss artist Maja Hürst has been invited by the st+art Mumbai festival to
present her work to the Mumbai public. Maja will create a graffiti work in a
public space. More

Exhibition Alice from Switzerland
A collaborative project by Museum Rietberg, Zurich and the Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya, Mumbai based on the work of Alice

Boner, a visionary Swiss artist and scholar who worked and lived in
Varanasi, India. More

Shazeb A Shaikh awarded Curator's Residency
Pro Helvetia New Delhi congratulates Shazeb A Shaikh on being awarded
a Curator's Residency. The iaab jury and the board of Ausstellungsraum
Klingental have selected Shazeb for a residency in Basel from May 
September 2015. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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